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Abstract. The purpose of the present paper is to give an abstract form of Bochner- 
Weil-Raikov theorem within the frame of topological algebras theory. So, it is proved that 
a continuous linear form Ф on a commutative, locally m-convex algebra E, with continuous 
Gel’fand map, and an approximate identity, admits an integral representation on the spectrum 
(Gel’fand space) of E, iff Ф satisfies condition (/) (Definition 3.3). An analogous statement 
is also derived for a tensor product topological algebra, and an application of this latter 
result yields a form of the preceding theorem for a “generalized group algebra”.

1. Introduction. The classical Bochner-Weil-Raikov theorem provides for 
every positive and extendable linear form on a commutative, Banach algebra 
with a continuous involution, a (unique) integral representation with respect 
to the Gel’fand space of the given algebra (cf., for instance, [3], p. 97, 
Theorem 26.1).

On the other hand, G. burner obtains in [4] an abstract form of the 
last theorem, by replacing the continuous involution by an appropriate 
finite group of transformations of the given algebra.

Now, Lumer’s result can be obtained for a much more general class 
of topological algebras than the normed ones (they do not also have 
compact spectra). Hence, an abstract Bochner-Weil-Raikov theorem, for 
involutive algebras, within the context of locally m-convex algebras, is also 
derived (Corollary 3.8). Thus, given a Г-Lumer system (E, Г) (Definition 3.1), 
where E is a commutative, locally m-convex algebra, with identity and 
continuous Gel’fand map, a continuous linear form Ф on E admits an 
integral representation on the spectrum sJJl(£) of E, iff Ф satisfies condition 
(/) (Definition 3.3). The essential fact here is that, when Фе Е' satisfies 
condition (/), then it is continuous with respect to the “spectral topology” 
of E. An analogous result for а (Г, d)-Lumer system (E, Г, A) (Definition 4.1), 
where now E has an approximate identity, is also derived (Theorem 4.6). 
Finally, a similar representation theorem is obtained for a tensor product 
topological algebra (Theorem 5.6) and an application of the latter is given
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for a group algebra of vector-valued functions (generalized group algebra; 
cf. Corollary 6.2, as well as, Theorem 6.3).

I wish to express my gratitude to my research supervisor Professor 
Anastasios Mallios for having introduced me into this area of study, and 
for the very helpful and stimulating discussions we had during the pre
paration of this paper.

2. Preliminaries. A (complex) topological algebra (topological vector space 
with a seperately continuous multiplication) is called spectrally barrelled, 
whenever the equicontinuous and the weakly bounded sets of its spectrum 
coincide (cf. [6]; p. 153).

A locally m-convex algebra, is an algebra E and a topological vector 
space having a local basis consisting of m-convex (multiplicatively convex) 
subsets of E (cf. [9], [10]).

In this respect, one proves that a locally m-convex algebra E has a local 
basis consisting of m-barrels in E (closed, balanced, absorbing, convex and 
idempotent subsets of E [9]). Besides, the same topology on E can be 
defined by a family of submultiplicative semi-norms, say (ря)ЯбЛ [9]. In the 
sequel, we shall denote by (E, (pj) an algebra E thus topologized.

A given topological algebra E is said to be advertibly complete, when
ever a Cauchy filter & on E converges, provided that for some element 
x e E  both of the filter bases x o . f  and o x  converge to zero in E ( x o i  
= {xo/4; A e . F } ,  with x o y  =  x + y — xy for x , y  in E; cf. [11]).

By a bounded approximate identity on a topological algebra E we shall 
mean a bounded net (c,),ei in E such that lim (etx) = lim (хе() = x for 
every x e E.

Now', let £  be a locally m-convex algebra, and В a family (or a group) 
of transformations on E (mappings of E into itself, which in case В is 
a group, are, of course bijections). In this respect, we shall say that a family 
(Pahe.4 ° f  submultiplicative semi-norms, defining the topology of E, is B-in- 
variant, if pa(/?(*)) =  ря(х) for any oceA, f i eB,  and x e E .

For the notation and terminology further applied, and for basic properties 
of spectrally barrelled locally m-convex algebras, the reader is referred to 
[10], [6] and [9].

3. Г-Lumer systems.

D efinition  3.1. A pair {E, Г ) consisting of a locally m-convex algebra 
(E, (pj) and a finite group Г of additive, multiplicative transformations of E 
(automorphisms of the ring structure of E) such that the family (p3)xeA is 
Г-invariant, is called a Г-Lumer system.

In case of Banach algebras the elements of Г are not necessarily 
additive (cf. [4], p. 136, Theorem). However, they usually are in the 
applications ([4], p. 140).
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Let (£, Г) be a Г-Lumer system, and (Ex — £/ker(pJ), (Ëx = £,ker (/>,)) 
the projective systems of normed and Banach algebras respectively, corre
sponding to the locally m-convex algebra (E,(px)) [10].

Now, by defining, for every a e A,
УТ £ a -» Ex : xa =  [x]a =  x +  ker (px) -► yx (x j =  [у (х)]я, ye  Г,

one gets а Г̂ -Lumer system for the normed algebra Ex, aeA,  with Tx 
= {yx: ye  Г].  Hence, one also obtains a respective £ a-Lumer system for 
the Banach algebra £a, a e A,  with T3 the continuous extensions of yxe T x. 
Thus, the preceding yields the following

L em m a  3.2. Let (£, Г) be a Г-Lumer system for a given locally m-convex 
algebra (£ ,(pa)). Then, for each aeA,  (EX, T X) is a Tx-Lumer system for the 
Banach algebra Ёл.

Now, if (E,(px)) is a given locally m-convex algebra and ФеЕ'  (the 
topological dual of £), there exists a e A  and к >  0 such that

(3.1) |Ф(х)| ^ k-px(x), with x e E.

The last relation yields Фхе Е х such that Фх(хх) = Ф(х), xxe E x. Now, we 
shall actually impose on Ф a stronger “continuity condition” than the preceding 
one, according to the following

D e fin itio n  3.3. Let (£, Г) be a £-Lumer system for a given locally 
m-convex algebra (E,(pJ) with identity. We shall say that an element ФеЕ' 
satisfies condition (/), if there exists an index a e A and / >  0 such that

(3-2) IФх(хх)\ ^  l - N x(xx), xxe Ёл,

for every Tx-invariant norm Nx on Ex, equivalent to the given one (where / 
is the same for all Nx under consideration).

The index a e A  in (3.2) is supposed to be that provided by (3.1). 
On the other hand, if Ф is a continuous positive linear form on £, then
(3.2) is always true with / =  1 (cf. proof of Corollary 3.8).

For clarity we restate Lemma 2.1 of [2] (cf. also [4], p. 136, Theorem). 
L em m a  3.4. Let E be a (complex) Banach algebra with identity, and 

Г a finite group of multiplicative, norm-preserving transformations of £. Then 
for every xeE,  such that r(x) <  1 {where r(x) is the spectral radius of x), 
a Г-invariant norm N is defined on E, equivalent to the original one and 
such that N (x) ^ 1. That is, the spectrum sp(x) of an element x e E  lies 
in the open unit circle of C (the complexes), iff x belongs to the closed unit 
ball of E, modulo at most an appropriate norm N on E, equivalent to the 
given one.

Note that the above lemma is also true for a Г-Lumer system (£, Г), 
where £  is an advertibly complete locally m-convex algebra with identity 
(cf. also [2], p. 22, Lemma 3.2).
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Now, let (E,(px)) be a commutative, locally m-convex algebra, and 
(sJft(£)) the algebra of complex-valued functions on the spectrum Ш(Е) 

of E, endowed with the topology of compact convergence in Ш(Е). Let 
also E Ç ^ c(fffl(E)) be the Gel’fand transform algebra of E, equipped with 
the relative topology induced on it by (SJR(£)), where for x e £  , one 
defines x ( / )  =  f(x),  for any x e £  and f  еШ(Е).  Then, a family of sub- 
multiplicative semi-norms on E is given by qK(x) = su p |/(x )|, with x e E  
and К  a compact subset of 9Л(£). feK

If, moroever, E has an identity and continuous Gel’fand map, then 
the sets ЭД1(£) n  Ux (ole A) (where Ux, ole A is the local basis of E corre
sponding to the family (px)xeA) form a ^-covering of Ш(Е) (cf. [6], p. 156, 
Lemma 4.1) in the sense that each Ш (Е )глих is compact and for every 
compact K  ç= Ш(Е) there exists ole A such that К  £  УЯ(Е) n  Ux. On the 
other hand, sJR(£a) =  sJ0i(£) n  Ux =  sJJÎ(£a), ole A, within a homeomorphism 
(cf. [10], p. 31, Proposition 7.5, c)). Thus 9W(£a), ole A, are compact 
subsets of Ш(Е) and qmnx)(x) =  sup |/(x)| =  ra(xa), ole A, x e E , where

femEj
гя(ха) denotes the spectral radius of xae £ a 5  £ a, ole A.

Lemma 3.5. Let (£, (pa)) be a commutative, locally m-convex algebra with 
identity, and (£, Г) a Г-Lumer system. Let also Фе Е' satisfy condition (/). 
Then, Ф is continuous with respect to the “spectral topology” of E, i.e. there 
exists a compact K  ç= 9Л(£) such that

\Ф(х)\ ^  / • qK (x) for every x e  £ .

Proof. By hypothesis there exists ole A such that (3.2) holds true, so that
у

if y e £ ,  let x =  — --------- e  E, with s >  0, where yx = жя(у) with nx\ E -+ £ a,
гя(уя) + е

У%the canonical quotient map. Let now, xa =  7ra(x) = — --------- z E x. Then,
г Л У * )  +  £

ra(^a) < 1, hence, by Lemma 3.4, a £ a-invariant norm N x is defined on £ a, 
equivalent with the original one, and such that ЛГа(ха) ^  1. Thus, by (3.2),

|Ф (у)|
|Ф(х)| =  |Фа(ха)| ^  /, that is — -— —  ^ /, for any y e £ ,  e > 0. Therefore,

rJyJ +  e
|Ф(у)| ^  l -rx(yx) =  / • Ф))цЁх)(у], for every y e £ ,  and this proves the lemma.

The previous lemma (for / = 1) specializes to Theorem 1 of [4], p. 136, 
which also shows its validity for any / >  0.

We are now in position to state the following amendment to The
orems 3.1, 4.1 of [2], which also has a special bearing on the respective 
result of [4], p. 136, Theorem.

T h eo rem  3.6. Let (£, (px)) be a commutative, locally m-convex algebra 
with identity and continuous GeTfand map. Let also (E,T) be a T-Lumer 
system, and Фе Е'. Then the following statements are equivalent:
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(1) Ф satisfies condition (/).
(2) Ф admits (an integral) representation of the form

Ф(х) = p(x), x e E,

where p is a (complex) measure on SM(E) of positive finite total variation 
at most l.

Proof. (1)=>(2). Since ФеЕ'  satisfies condition (/), there exists, by 
Lemma 3.5, a compact K  ç  SJU(£) such that \Ф(х)\ ^ /< /к(х) for every 
x e E ,  so that the relation Ф(х) =  Ф(х), x e E  is well defined, and Фе(Е )'. 
Hence Ф is continuously extended, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, to the 
whole of %С(Ш(Е)), i.e. Фe c(ЭД1 (£)))', so, by [5], Theorem 1.1 (cf. also [1], 
p. 11, Theorem 5.1) there exists a (complex) measure p on Ш(Е) of positive 
finite total variation at most / such that

Ф(х) =  Ф(х) = p(x) for every xeE.

(2)=>(1). By the continuity of p there exists a compact K Ç Ш(Е) such 
that Ip (x)| ^  l- qK (x) for every x e E  . Hence, by the continuity of the Gel’fand 
map of E, there exists oteA with K  ç: 9Л(£а), so that \Ф(х)\ =  \p(x)\ ^ / • ra(x2), 
x e E ,  хлеЕя ( ç  Ёя) that is, \Фя(хя)\ ^  / • Мя(хя), ххеЁя, for every /^-invariant 
norm Na on Ёл equivalent to the original one, and this finishes the proof.

Theorem 3.6 is the analogon in our case of the abstract Bochner-Weil- 
Raikov representation theorem, where the algebras involved do not neces
sarily have compact spectra and the continuous involution is replaced by 
a finite group of (topological) automorphisms of the respective topological 
ring structures of the given algebras.

In the sequel, as a corollary of the previous theorem, we obtain the 
classical Bochner-Weil-Raikov theorem for involutive locally m-convex alge
bras. Before we continue, we state the following lemma for the proof of 
which the reader is referred to [4], p. 137.

L em m a  3.7. Let E he a Banach algebra with continuous involution x -*■ x* : 
E E, and identity e. Then, every positive linear form Ф on E with Ф(е) = 1, 
satisfies condition (/), with 1 = 1 ,  and Г the group of two elements generated 
by y, y(x) =  x*, xe E.

C orollary  3.8 (Bochner-Weil-Raikov theorem). Let (E, (pj) be a com
mutative, locally m-convex algebra with continuous Gelfand map, and an invo
lution x -> x *: E=>E, such that (x*) =  (x)“, and pa(x*) = pa(x) for every 
x e E ,  and a e A.  Let also ФеЕ'. Then, the following statements are equivalent:

(1) Ф is positive and extendable.
(2) Ф admits (an integral) representation of the form

Ф(х) =  p(x), x e E ,

where p is a (complex) finite positive measure on S3R(£).
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In this respect, we first note that the only use of “extendable” in (1) is 
that we can get a positive extension of Ф to the algebra E+ = £ © C  (cf. 
also [3], p. 96, Lemma 1). We do not also need the assumption of semi
simplicity for E as the classical case does ([3], p. 97, Theorem 26.1).

P roof of C oro llary  3.8. We can assume that E has an identity e 
such that Ф{е) — 1. Thus, if Г is the two elements group, generated by 
y, y(x) = x*, x e E ,  (E, Г) is a Г-Lumer system. Now, since Ф is continuous, 
there exists к >  0 and oceA such that |Ф(х)| ^ k- px(x), for every x e E ,  
hence Фх(хх) = Ф(х), xxe E x defines Фх as a continuous positive and extend
able linear form on Ex such that Фх(ех) =  1, where ex =  [c]a = cTker (px) eEx 
is the identity of Ex. Therefore, Фх is extended to a continuous positive linear 
form on Ёх, with Фх(ех) =  1; besides Ёх is a Banach algebra with an iso
metric involution, defined by that of E, such that x* = [x*]x, xxeE x. Thus 
(Lemma 3.7) Фх satisfies condition (/), hence the same holds true for Ф, that 
is (1)=>(2) by Theorem 3.6. For (2)=>(1) (cf. [3], p. 97, Theorem 261).

4. (Г, d)-Lumer systems. In this section we obtain an analogous form of 
Theorem 3.6, by considering on a suitable locally m-convex algebra E, besides 
the group Г, the action of an appropriate family A of additive transformations 
of E. We also notice that in case of a Banach algebra the additivity of the 
elements of A is not necessarily assumed (cf. [4], p. 138, Theorem). Thus, in 
analogy with Definition 3.1, we have

D e fin it io n  4.1. Let (E, (px)) be a locally m-convex algebra. Then the 
triad (E, Г, A) will be called а (Г, A)-Lumer system if

(1) (E, Г) is a Г-Lumer system (Definition 3.1);
(2) A is a family of additive transformations of E, such that <5(xy) = x<5(v) 

for any b e  A , x , y e E ,  and the family (ра)аел, is d-invariant.
For simplicity, we shall use in the sequel the term burner system for 

а (Г, d)-Lumer system.
Given a Lumer system (E, Г, A) one concludes the continuity of the 

elements of Г and A by ‘T  and A-invariance” of the respective family (р^ел. 
Thus, the elements of Г are additive multiplicative homeomorphisms of E, 
and the elements of A are additive continuous transformations of E, such 
that <5(xy) =  x<5(y) for any b e  A and x , y e E .

Now, analogously with Lemma 3.2, we have
L em m a  4.2. Let (E, Г, A) be a given Lumer system, for a locally m-convex 

algebra (E,(px)). Then for each Banach algebra Ёх, а е А ,  a Lumer system 
(ЁХ, ЁХ, АХ) is defined (where Ax denotes the extentions to Ёх of the elements 
of Ax -  {bx: b e  A},  with bx(xx) = [r>(x)]2, xxe Ey).

L em m a  4.3. Let E be a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate 
identity, and (E , T , A ) a Lumer system. Then, for every x e E ,  with r(x) < 1,
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а Г and Л-invariant norm N is defined on E, equivalent to the original one, 
and such that N (x) ^  1.

Proof, cf. [4], p. 138, Theorem.
Scholium . Concerning the preceding Lemma 4.3, the action of A on E 

does not contribute to the proof; instead, the only fact one realizes is that 
the new norm N  defined on E, only by means of Г [4], p. 138, Theorem, 
apart from its other properties, is also A -invariant. However, a full applica
tion of Lemma 4.3 one meets in group algebras (cf. Section 6 below). Thus, 
if (E , (pfi) is a locally m-convex algebra with approximate identity and 
(E, Г, A) is a given Lumer system, then if ФеЕ'  satisfies condition (/) in 
the sense of Definition 3.3, then (3.2) is satisfied for every Га,Ла-invariant 
norm Na on Ёл, equivalent to the original one. Thus, in the rest of the 
paper, when we say that ФеЕ'  satisfies condition (/) we shall mean that 
relation (3.2) is true for every Гя, 2 a-invariant norm Na on Ёа, equivalent 
with the given one.

Remark 4.4. In connection with the discussion before Lemma 3.5, we 
note that in case of a commutative, locally m-convex algebra (E , (pj) with 
continuous Gel’fand map, and without identity, we shall consider the extend
ed spectrum 9Л(£)+ =  9Я(£) u  {0} of E, a /с-covering of which from now the 
sets Ш(Е)+ n  U% =  9Ji(.Ëa)+ (cf.*[9] and [10], p. 31). Moreover, in that case 
we have ra(xa) =  %i(£a)+(x), хле Е я £  Ёл, осе A.

L em m a  4.5. Let (E, Г, A) be a given Lumer system, for a commutative, 
locally m-convex algebra (E,(pa)), with approximate identity. Let also Ф е Е ' 
such that Ф satisfies condition (/). Then, Ф is continuous with respect to the 
“spectral topology” of E, in the sense of Lemma 3.5.

Proof. The assertion comes out by applying the argumentation in the 
proof of Lemma 3.5, as well as, the previous scholium, Lemma 4.3 and 
Remark 4.4.

We now state the analogon of Theorem 3.6, for a Lumer system 
(E, Г, A). That is,

T heorem  4.6. Let (Е , Г , А ) be a given Lumer system, for a commutative, 
locally m-convex algebra (E, (pfi), with continuous Gelfand map and a bounded 
approximate identity. Let also ФеЕ'.  Then, the following statements are equi
valent:

(1) Ф satisfies condition (/).
(2) Ф admits (an integral) representation of the form

Ф(х) =  p(x), x e E ,

where p is a (complex) measure on ЭД1(£)+ of finite positive total variation 
at most l.

4 -  Prace Matematyczne 21.1
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Proof. The conclusion of the theorem is derived by following the 
reasoning in the proof of Theorem 3.6 and applying Lemma 4.5.

5. Tensor products. We specialize in the sequel to the case of tensor 
product algebras, which are topologized in the projective tensorial topology 
ж [7], and seek out integral representations of linear forms on such algebras 
in the sense of the preceding section. Thus, given two locally m-convex 
algebras (Ex,(pa)), (E2,(qffi we denote by ЕХ® Е 2 the respective tensor7t
product algebra, equipped with the projective tensorial topology n which 
is defined by the family =  pa®<fy, а е Д , /?eJ3, of submultiplicative 
semi-norms (cf. [7], p. 176, Proposition 3.1). The completion of £ i ® £ 2 wifi 
be denoted by £ i ® £ 2.71

Lemma 5.1. Let Ax), ( £ 2 , £ 2, d 2) be two burner system for the
locally m-convex algebras (E1,(pJ),  (£2, (qfi), respectively. Then, a new burner 
system (Ex ® £ 2, T x ® Г2, Ax ®  A2) is defined for the corresponding tensor

К

product locally m-convex algebra £ t ® £ 2.71
Proof. If £1 (x) Г2 =  {y 1 (x) y2\ уге£,-, i =  1 ,2} with

n  ft

(7i ®  У2) ( Z  ® yt) =  X 7i (*;) ® 72 (Уд,
i = 1 i = 1

for every
П

z =  X  ^ ® y .- e £ i® £ 2,
i=  1 n

and similarly A1® A 2 =  j^®<52: 0(е А (, i =  1 ,2}, then (El 0 E 2, T 1® A 1, 
£ 2® d 2), is certainly a Lumer system for £ i ® £ 2.Tt

Lemma 5.2. bet (£1 ®  £ 2, £1 ®  T2, A1 ® zf2) be a burner system for (the71
tensor product locally m-convex algebra) £ i ® £ 2, as in Lemma 5.1. Then,it
(£j ®  £ 2, £j (x) £ 2, A i ® A2) is a Lumer system for E1® E 2.n 7t

Proof. By Definitions 3.1, 4.1, the elements of £ i ® £ 2, Al ® A 2 are 
additive transformations of Ex ®  £ 2 and continuous at zero, so that they7t
have a unique extension to £ i ® £ 2. Hence, denoting by T X® T 2, AX® A 271
the respective extensions of T x ®  £ 2, Ax ®  A2 to Ex ®  £ 2, (£1 ®  £ 2, T x ® T2, 
Ax® A 2) is a Lumer system for £ i ® £ 2-71

Lemma 5.3. Let (£, (pfi), (£, (qffj be two locally m-convex algebras with 
bounded approximate identities (e,)ig/, ( fj)jeJ respectively. Then (et ® ffi with 
( i , j ) e l x j  is also a bounded approximate identity for (the tensor product 
locally m-convex algebra) £ i ® £ 2.71
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Proof. By hypothesis, and the definition of the topology in £ i ( g ) £ 2,
It

the net {et ® f j \ i j )eIxj is bounded in El ® E 2. On the other hand, it is 
readily seen that

П П
Г*ф (te ®/j) ( £ Xk <g) Ук)~ X

for any cteA,  j8eB,  and this finishes the proof.
For the proof of the following lemma the reader is referred to [9]: 
Lemma 5.4. Let E be a topological algebra with continuous multiplication, 

Ё its completion, and (е,)*е/ a bounded approximate identity for E. Then teW  
is also a bounded approximate identity for Ё.

Corollary 5.5. Let (Ei , (px)), (E2,(qp)) be two locally m-convex algebras 
with bounded approximate identities te)i6/, (fj)jej respectively. Then 
te ® fj\i. ,j)ei x j  is also a bounded approximate identity for Et 0 E 2.71

Proof. The proof immediately results from Lemmata 5.3 and 5.4. 
T heorem 5.6. Let (£ l s (pa)), (£2,(^ )) be two commutative, spectrally bar

relled, locally m-convex algebras, with bounded approximate identities. Let also 
(£i (g) E2, Г г (x) Г2, Ai (x) A2) be a Lumer system for the completion Ei (x) £ 2П П
of the tensor product algebra £ i ( g ) £ 2, as in Lemma 5.2. Moreover, let

К

Ф g (£i ® Ef)'. Then, the following statements are equivalent:П
(1) Ф satisfies condition (/).
(2) Ф admits (an integral) representation of the form

0(z) =  p(z), z e £ i  (x) £ 2,
It

where p is a (complex) measure on ÏR (£1(g)£2)+ of finite positive total varia
tion at most l. n

Proof. E i®  E2 is a commutative, complete, spectrally barrelled, locally71
m-convex algebra (cf. [6], p. 159, Corollary 4.1; and [7], p. 176, Proposi
tion 3.1). Moreover, Ei (x) £ 2 has a bounded approximate identity by Corol-

7t

lary 5.5. Now, since every spectrally barrelled algebra has continuous Gel’fand 
map [9], the assertion follows immediately by Theorem 4.6.

6. Generalized group algebras. As an application of the preceding, we 
specialize below to the case of “generalized group algebras”, the latter being 
expressed as suitable tensor product topological algebras [8].

Let now, G be a locally compact abelian group, and (£, (pa)) a com
mutative, complete, spectrally barrelled, locally m-convex algebra. Then Le (G) 
= L1 (G) (x) £  is an algebra of the same type as £  (cf. [8], p. 288, Lemma,

It

and [6], p. 159, Corollary 4.1). Now, if £  has an involution x -> x* such
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that pa(x*) =  ря(х), ole A, x e E, and f * ( t ) =  / (  — t) defines the usual invo
lution on L1(G), let Г, Г' be the two elements groups generated by y( f )  
= /* ,  f  e 1}{G),  and / (x )  =  x*, x e E respectively. Then, (LE(G), Г ® Г') is 
a Г ® Г'-Lumer system (cf. also Lemmata 5.1, 5.2).

Furthermore, one has the following (cf. [2a], Proposition 3.2):
L em m a  6.1. Let (E , (pfi) be a locally m-convex algebra, with a bounded 

approximate identity, and an involution x -> x* such that pa(x*) = pa(x), 
ae A, x e E. Then, each continuous positive linear form Ф on E is extendable.

Now, we can get the classical from-of Bochner’s theorem for a gener
alized group algebra. That is,

C orollary  6.2. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and (E, (pj )  
a commutative, complete, spectrally barrelled, locally m-convex algebra with 
a locally equicontinuous spectrum, a bounded approximate identity, as well 
as an involution x -> x* such that (x*) =  (x) and pa (x*) =  pu (x) for any 
x e E , oleA. Let also <Pe (I}e(G))'. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) Ф is positive.
(2) Ф admits (an integral) representation of the form

ф (/)  = л*((Л), / е 4 ( 0 ,

where p is a finite positive measure on SOl(l}E(G)).

Proof. Lg(G) =  L1(G)(x) E, so that it is a commutative, complete, spec-
Я

trally barrelled, locally m-convex algebra (cf. [8], p. 288, Lemma and [6], 
p. 159, Corollary 4.1), hence, it also has continuous Gel’fand map [9]. 
Furthermore, by hypothesis and the decomposition of the spectrum of L}E(G) 
(cf. [6]), one gets that the latter algebra is self-adjoint as well. Besides, 
it also has a bounded approximate identity (Corollary 5.5), so that the 
assertion now follows by the previous Lemma 6.1, and Corollary 3.8.

Now, the following theorem constitutes an abstract form of Bochner’s 
theorem in case of a generalized group algebra I}E(G) as before. In this 
respect, given a Lumer system (E, Г', A') for E, one gets a natural Lumer 
system (L1E( G ) , T ® r , A ( S )  A') for L^(G), where Г is the group generated 
by the involution of L1 (G) (cf. for instance, discussion before Lemma 6.1), 
and A' =  (<5X: xeG } with 6x(f)  (y) =  / ( x  +  y), / e L1(G), x , yeG  (translations 
on G) (cf. also Lemmata 5.1, 5.2), Thus,, we have herewith a fully appli
cability of the action of a family such as A (g) A' (cf. also scholium after 
Lemma 4.3).

T heo rem  6.3.. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and E a com
mutative, complete, spectrally barrelled, locally m-convex algebra, with a bounded 
approximate identity, Moreover, let (Lg(G), Гф) T',A(gi A') be the above Lumer 
system, and let Фе (1}е (С))г. Then the following statements are equivalent:
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(1) Ф satisfies condition (/).
(2) Ф admits (an integral) representation of the form

ф ( ? )  =  M(7)). 7e4(G ).
where p is a (complex) measure on 9Jî(L1Ê(G))+ of finite positive total variation 
at most l.

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6. 
Concerning the preceding family A 0  A' we also note that one might 

just consider the respective family of translations on G for l}E(G).
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